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Some historical background

• Also, around this time, Roy Kerr published his 
solution

• John Wheeler coined the name black holes in 
1967; before that these objects were called 
collapsed stars or collapsers

• Lynden-Bell in 1969 made strong argument that 
accretion close to Eddington rate onto super-
massive black holes must be responsible for 
such high luminosity from quasars

• First astrophysics related satellite UHURU was 
launched in 1970; Cygnus X-1 was observed 
carefully

• Detail analysis of  spectra of  stars and quasi-
stellar objects (QSOs) demanded that angular 
momentum of  accreting matter must be taken 
into account; Shakura-Sunyaev stardard disk 
model in 1973



Black Hole Binaries

Black hole binaries in our Milky Way (Remillard & 
McClintock, 2006)
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In case of  binary systems, mass transfer from the companion to the compact object can take place in 
two ways:
1) Roche Lobe overflow
2) Wind accretion from companion

For black holes at the galactic centers, a third possibility is tidal
disruption of  a nearby star.
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• Accretion onto black holes are necessarily transonic. Matter crosses the horizon with speed of  
light, whereas the maximum sound speed is 1/3 of  the speed of  light (S. Weinberg, Gravitation 
and Cosmology, chapter 2.10).

• Gravitational energy release is the primary source of  radiation for compact objects (neutron 
star, black hole, white dwarf).

If  a particle of  mass “m” move from radius r1 to r2 towards 
a star of  mass “M”, gravitational energy release is

dE = – GMm/r1 – (– GMm/r2)

If  r1 = ¥ and r2 = r*, where r* is the radius of  the star, then dE = GMm/r*.

For a neutron star of  radius 10KM and mass of  one solar mass, dE ~ 1020 erg/gm

• For a proton-electron pair, if  this gravitational energy is ENTIRELY converted to thermal energy, 
then we can estimate the temperature of  the pair in optically thin limit. It turns out:

kT ~ 50 MeV or T ~ 5. 1011 K

In reality the efficiency is much less!!!

r1r2
M

Star
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Radiation mechanisms

Radiation from an accretion disk covers entire electro-magnetic spectrum ranging from radio to high 
energy gamma rays. Some relevant emission mechanism are as follows:

1. Blackbody radiation: Mostly by the optically thick standard thin disk

2. Bremsstrahlung radiation (free-free emission): 
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3. Thermal Comptonization (inverse-Compton scattering): Photons are mainly energized by this 
process inside the accretion disks.

4. Synchrotron radiation: Non-thermal radiation. When the velocity of  the electrons gyrating in 
the magnetic field is relativistic (v ~ c), the radiation emitted is called synchrotron radiation. The 
energy spectrum of  synchrotron radiation results from the superposition of  the individual 
electron spectra, and the energy spectrum can be approximated as power law distribution,

i.e., N(E) µ E−p.
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5. Non-Thermal Compotonization: Electrons may be energized at the shock front by the shock 
acceleration process (Blandford & Eichler 1987; Chakrabarti 1996) very close to the black hole, 
where their kinetic energy become very high. The effect of  non-thermal electrons on 
Comptonization will produce a high energy tail in the spectrum that is above the thermal cut-off.

In addition to these, there are may be other emission mechanisms e.g., line emission (Fe-K line is 
observed in X-ray spectrum). 
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Eddington luminosity:

• Radiation from the accreting matter exert outward radiation 
pressure on electrons.

• Gravity pulls the protons.
• The balance between these two forces determine the 

definition of  Eddington luminosity M

Proton Electron

Gravity

Mass Eddington rate:
mEdd = LEdd / c2
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Units:

Length scale: 2GM/c2 or GM/c2 . For a 10 solar mass black hole, 2GM/c2 = 30 KM

Time scale: Length scale / speed of  light (~10-4 sec)

Velocity: speed of  light

Angular momentum: Length scale * speed of  light
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Typical X-ray Observations from Black Hole Binaries



Typical X-ray Observations from Black Hole Binaries

Power-density spectra of the above lightcurve in three different energy ranges (Yadav et al, ApJ, 2016).
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Suzaku spectra of black hole candidate Cygnus X-1. The black
one was obtained in the high/soft state on 2010 December 16
and the red one was taken in the low/hard state on 2005
October 5 (Yamada et al., PASJ, 2013)

Spectral states: hard, soft 

Two unfolded spectra which are typical and exemplify the steady-hard and steady-soft data, respectively. Top: 
the steady-hard spectrum for data segment 1103_a (ObsID 20402-01-10-00). Bottom: the steady-soft spectrum 
for data segment 0881_a (ObsID 10408-01-11-00). Data is represented in green, the disk component in red, and 
the coronal component in blue. Notethe curvature in both coronal components. (Peris et al., ApJ, 2018)

GRS1915+105
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Image of  event horizon using EHT

EHT Collaboration, 2019, ApJL

Theoretical models: Magnetized accretion flow onto black holes (initial 
poloidal magnetic field).

• Magnetically Arrested Disk (MAD): When the field strength is high, the 
inner accretion disk is disrupted; blobs of  matter is accreted with 
velocity much smaller than free-fall velocity; radiatively efficient

• Standard and Normal Evolution (SANE): Magnetic field does not build 
up strong enough; “magnetic field is merely an agent that causes 
angular momentum transport (‘viscosity’) but plays no important 
dynamical role”; standard ADAF system
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Theoretical Background

Theoretical calculations of  accretion onto stars started in 1950s by H Bondi
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Theoretical Backgrounds: Spherical Accretion Using Newtonian Potential (1/r)

Chakrabarti, Physics Report, 1996
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Mach number
(u/a)
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Shakura-Sunyaev Thin Disk Model

• One of  the famous and very well accepted accretion disk model in this community.
• Optically thick and geometrically thin Keplerian disk

• For stellar mass black holes, the radiation spectrum peaks ~ 1keV, whereas, for supermassive 
black holes, the radiation spectrum peaks in the UV region.
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• In presence of  angular momentum, the above equations of  Bondi accretion change slightly. 
However the calculation procedures remain same. 

• Analytical studies show that the sub-Keplerian accretion flow can have more than one sonic points 
(Fukue 1987, Chakrabarti 1989)

Thick, Advective Disk Accretion Using pseudo-Newtonian Potential 



• Analytical solution predicts possibility of  shock in accretion flow.

• For a shocked accretion onto black holes, the incoming subsonic flow first passes through the outer sonic 
point, then passes through a shock and finally must pass through an inner sonic point before getting 
accreted supersonically

• Many analytical as well as numerical stability analysis of  the shock has been performed in latter years  

Chakrabarti, 1989
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• We have conducted several numerical tests for 1D, non-dissipative accretion and wind solutions 
around Schwarzschild and Kerr black holes to verify the possibility of  shock formation.

• Analytical solution procedures are very much similar for Newtonian and GR cases
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Chakrabarti, ApJ, 1996

NSA : No Shock in Accretion
SA : Shock in Accretion
SW : Shock in Wind
NSW : No Shock in Wind



Results: One Dimensional Bondi Flow
Schwarzschild Space-time

Parameters for above simulation: e = 1.015 Þ V = 0.053 and as = 0.088 at rout = 100

Sonic point at 54.04

rout = 100 GM/c2

rin = 2.1 GM/c2

300 logarithmic 
zones



Results: One Dimensional Axisymmetric Flow

Outer sonic point 
at 91.92

Outer Sonic point 
at 89.59

Inner Sonic point 
at 5.38

Shock at 26.98

Schwarzschild Space-time

NSA region:
e = 1.007, l = 3.25

SA region:
e = 1.007, l = 3.4

rout = 100 GM/c2

rin = 2.1 GM/c2

300 logarithmic 
zones



Results: One Dimensional Axisymmetric Flow
Kerr Space-time

NSA region:
e = 1.004, l = 2.2, a = 0.95

SA region:
e = 1.004, l = 2.25, a = 0.95

Shock at 4.05

rout = 200 GM/c2

rin = 1.5 GM/c2

300 logarithmic 
zones



Results: One Dimensional Axisymmetric Flow

Kerr Space-time

SW region:
e = 1.02, l = 2.3, a = 0.95

SA region:
e = 1.004, l = 4.0, a = - 0.95

Shock at 22.45

Shock at 2.77

rin = 1.5 GM/c2 ; rout = 200 GM/c2 ; 
300 logarithmic zones

rout = 200 GM/c2 ; rin = 1.6 GM/c2 ;
300 logarithmic zones
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Extending beyond 1D



Numerical Simulations
• Numerical simulation of accretion flow which exhibited shocks started since 1970s (Wilson et al. 1972, Hawley
et al. 1984).
• Theoretical work made it systematic by properly dividing the parameter space spanned by the specific energy
and angular momentum (Fukue 1987, Chakrabarti 1989, 1990)

Hydrodynamic simulation of shocked accretion flow using two different
simulations codes, one FD-TVD (left) and another SPH (right). Figure is
taken from Molteni, Ryu & Chakrabarti, 1996.

Velocity field at the end of the simulation, in (a) run 1, (b) run 2, (c) run 3, and (d) run 4. The full 
r-z plane with 4£ r £4, 4£ z £4, is shown.  Solid lines show the funnel wall according to eq. (2.13).

D. Ryu
et al., 
1995



• Two Component Advective Flow (TCAF) – Keplerian and sub-Keplerian
• Centrifugal Pressure Dominated Boundary Layer (CENBOL) forms
because of the angular momentum of the sub-Keplerian component
• The CENBOL Comptonizes soft photons from the Keplerian disk and
radiates them as the hard photons
• Recently it has been added to XSPEC as an additive table model

Chakrabarti & Titarchuk, ApJ, 1995

TCAF Model to Explain Spectral Properties for Galactic, Extra-
galactic and Intermediate Mass Black Holes

CENBOL



Formation of  TCAF using numerical simulation
Using suitable viscosity parameters and cooling processes, it is possible to simulate 
stable TCAF configuration (Giri & Chakrabarti, 2013; Giri, Garain & Chakrabarti, 2015).

Density overlaid with velocity vectors Temperature distribution





Accretion onto non-rotating black hole in 2D 

t=30000

t=158 t=496

t=2250 rout = 100 GM/c2

rin = 2.1 GM/c2

300 logarithmic 
radial zones

100 equi-spaced 
zones in polar 
direction



Axi-symmetric Prograde Accretion

Parameters chosen from SA region of  vertical equilibrium model: e = 1.001, l = 2.25, a = 0.95

rout = 200 GM/c2 

rin = 1.5 GM/c2

300 logarithmic 
radial zones 

90 equi-spaced 
zones in polar 
direction



Axi-symmetric Prograde Accretion

Parameters chosen from SA region of  vertical equilibrium model: e = 1.001, l = 2.25, a = 0.95

Density contours over-plotted 
with velocity vectors at final time

Time variation of  the shock 
location on the equatorial plane



Axi-symmetric Prograde Accretion

Parameters chosen from NSA region of  vertical equilibrium model: e = 1.001, l = 2.21, a = 0.95

rout = 200 GM/c2 

rin = 1.5 GM/c2

300 logarithmic 
radial zones

90 equi-spaced 
zones in polar 
direction



Axi-symmetric Prograde Accretion

Parameters chosen from NSA region of  vertical equilibrium model: e = 1.001, l = 2.21, a = 0.95

Density contours over-plotted with velocity 
vectors at two times marked by arrows 

Time variation of  the shock 
location on the equatorial plane



Axi-symmetric Retrograde Accretion

Parameters chosen from SA region of  vertical equilibrium model: e = 1.001, l = 4.0, a = -0.95

rout = 200 GM/c2 

rin = 1.5 GM/c2

300 logarithmic 
radial zones 

90 equi-spaced 
zones in polar 
direction



Axi-symmetric Retrograde Accretion

Parameters chosen from SA region of  vertical equilibrium model: e = 1.001, l = 4.0, a = -0.95

Density contours over-plotted 
with velocity vectors at final time

Time variation of  the shock 
location on the equatorial plane



Parameters chosen from O* region of  vertical equilibrium model: e = 1.001, l = 2.63, a = 0.95

Axi-symmetric Prograde Accretion

rout = 200 GM/c2 

rin = 1.5 GM/c2

300 logarithmic 
radial zones

90 equi-spaced 
zones in polar 
direction



Axi-symmetric Prograde Accretion

Parameters chosen from O* region of  vertical equilibrium model: e = 1.001, l = 2.63, a = 0.95

Density contours over-plotted 
with velocity vectors at final time

Time variation of  the ratio Rout="̇outflow/"̇inflow

and Rabs="̇absorption/"̇inflow



Lower specific angular momentum l = 1.5 Higher specific angular momentum l = 1.65

MHD Simulation for Axi-symmetric Accretion on to a 
Black Hole (non-GR)

Garain, Balsara, Chakrabarti, Kim, 2019
44



Fluid dynamics code can be coupled with (Monte Carlo based) radiative 
transfer code to simulate dynamics as well as spectral and timing properties of  
accretion disk (non-GR).

Garain, Ghosh, Chakrabarti, 2014, MNRAS



Timing Properties: Light Curves
and Power Density Spectra

Time variation of  photon count  
rate (in unit of  1042) PDS show LFQPOs

Garain, Ghosh, Chakrabarti, MNRAS, 2014



3D Spherically Symmetric Bondi Accretion onto non-rotating Black Hole (non-GR)

Simulation performed on a spherical geodesic mesh with angular resolution of 4.3o and 64
logarithmically binned radial zones: rmin = 2.0 and rmax = 50.0

Radial variation of  Mach numberDensity clip
47



Sub-Kepleran Accretion onto non-rotating black hole: 3D Simulation (non-GR)

Specific angular momentum l = 1.5

Meridional slice Equatorial slice

Simulation performed on a spherical geodesic mesh with angular resolution of 2.1o and 200
logarithmically binned radial zones: rmin = 2.0 and rmax = 50.0

48
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Simulated images of  steady TCAF configuration

Chatterjee, Ghosh, Chakrabarti, 2017, MNRAS
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Simulated images of  dynamical TCAF configuration

Chatterjee+, 2018, MNRAS



• 3D GR(M)HD simulations for studying disk dynamics around 
compact objects

• Inclusion of  ray tracing algorithm in Monte Carlo simulation 
and construct dynamic images of  accretion disk

• Numerical technique development for polarization study

Future Research Interest
on accretion disk


